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What’s in this 
booklet?
This STEM Creator’s Guide includes 
three activities that will get you 
thinking about ideas and then turning 
those ideas into inventions!

The 
slinky was 

invented by accident 
by Richard James (an 

engineer) in the 1940s. More 
than 350,000,000 have 

been sold!

Credit: CNBC 

Did you 
know?

Invention 
Fact: 

Every year, the US 
Patent office receives more 
than 300,000 applications for 
patents of inventions. Patents 

are a way for inventors to 
protect their ideas from being 
used without their permission.

Pitsco, Inc. currently holds 
three US patents.



LET’S MAKE
Gather Your Supplies

Inventions often come from ideas – today, let’s turn some ideas into inventions!

2 plastic 
spools 

4 clear 
straws 

10 rubber 
bands  

3 aluminum 
axles (3”)  

Balloon (11”) 

10 chipboard 
sheets

Not included: Ruler or measuring tape, Small toy people, Scissors, Pencil, and Table knife
*Item can be found in another kit in the Creator box and can be used for multiple activities.

6 straws 
(1/8”)

4 cardboard 
wheels (1-1/2”)  

Transparent 
tape*  

Clay*  

4 cardboard 
wheels (2-1/2”)  

String*

10 skill 
sticks 

When you try to imagine something, idea can mean a rough outline or a general 
sense. “This drawing I’ve made doesn’t show every detail of my time machine, 
but it will give you some idea of how it works.”



All About Inventions
OK, maybe not all, but enough to get us started. 

When engineers consider improvements to an existing product (an innovation), they use the 
engineering design process. It looks like this:

The process goes through several steps that enable engineers to go from an idea to a completed 
design. Sometimes engineers go around the loop several times as they modify their prototype and 
test it to see how it works. 

You should go through a similar process as you create your invention.

What’s the problem?
Ask questions.

How can I make it 
better?
Make your solution 
better!

What happens when I 
test my solution?
Let’s test my solution!

What steps will I take to 
solve my problem?
Choose a solution & 
develop a plan.

How can I solve this problem?
Brainstorm possible 
solutions and share ideas.



 ACTIVITY 1
Going Up

Gather Your Supplies
You can use anything in this kit, along with household items – if you 
get adult approval first!

Invent an elevator that will transport a small plastic person from the floor to a height of 10 inches or 
more. Elevators were invented long ago – but this elevator is for a different purpose and will have 
a different design than the original elevator. 

• Think about what must happen for this invention to work. The graphics on the previous page 
might give you an idea of a design – try to think of a different design. 

• Research elevators. This might help you gain an understanding of how elevators were invented 
and how they work. 

• Draw a simple sketch of what your elevator might look like here. This is a rough outline of your 
design ideas.

• Label important parts of the elevator with terms you noticed in your research.



THINK ABOUT IT
Ask the Question

Because understanding the why is important.

Most inventions are 

created to meet a 

need. What was the 

need for this invention?
What was the most 
challenging part of 

the elevator for 
you to design and 

build?

What changes would you make to your design to improve it even 
more?

• Begin gathering materials you think you will need and start constructing your elevator prototype.

• Construct an initial prototype and test it to see if it works.

• From your testing, consider a way to improve your elevator. 

• Make changes in your elevator and retest the prototype to see how well it 
works.

A built model of an idea



 ACTIVITY 2
Let’s Get Moving

Gather Your Supplies
You can use anything in this kit, along with 
household items – if you get adult approval first!

Invent a balloon-powered tractor that will pull a detachable, two-
wheeled trailer.

You will notice there is not a diesel engine in your kit – your tractor is 
not going to be nearly that powerful. However, there is a balloon that 
can provide jet power for your tractor to move forward.
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Tractors 

are most 

commonly used by 

farmers to pull various 

farming tools behind 

them – tools such as mowers, 

plows, hay balers, and others. 

Tractors and the tools they 

pull must have an easy and 

durable way to connect 

and disconnect so that 

different tools can be 

used as needed.

Design and build a device that looks similar to a tractor, is 
propelled by a balloon, and has an easy way to hook up a 
two-wheeled trailer behind it. 

Use a balloon taped to one end of a straw for propelling the 
tractor.

Test the tractor by itself to see how well it is propelled by the 
balloon. Measure and record the distance traveled by the 
tractor in the following table.

Design a two-wheeled trailer that has an easy way to attach 
to the tractor. The trailer cannot be physically taped directly 
to the tractor, and the trailer must be able to carry up to half 
of a stick of modeling clay.

Connect the trailer to the tractor and test the tractor again, 
this time pulling the two-wheeled trailer. Measure and record 
the distance traveled in the table.

ImagineImagine

PlanPlan

CreateCreate

ImproveImprove

AskAsk



THINK ABOUT IT
Ask the Question

Because understanding the why is important.

How many slices of clay 

do you think it would take 

before the tractor would 

not be able to move the 

trailer and its load?

As more items were 
added for the tractor 
to pull, what happened 

to the distance it could 
travel with the power 

from one balloon?

What challenges did you have to overcome when you began adding clay to the two-wheeled trailer? Did the connecting device work?

Tractors 

are most 

commonly used by 

farmers to pull various 

farming tools behind 

them – tools such as mowers, 

plows, hay balers, and others. 

Tractors and the tools they 

pull must have an easy and 

durable way to connect 

and disconnect so that 

different tools can be 

used as needed.

Item Tested Distance Traveled

Tractor by itself 

Tractor and trailer 

Tractor, trailer, and one slice of clay 

Tractor, trailer, and two slices of clay 

Tractor, trailer, and three slices of clay 

Tractor, trailer, and four slices of clay 

6

7

Use a table knife to make 1/4" slices of clay from the stick of 
clay. Load one slice into the two-wheeled trailer and measure 
the distance it goes with the balloon power. Record the 
distance in the table. 

Repeat the test using additional slices of clay, measuring 
and recording the distance traveled for each test. Record the 
distances in the table.



 ACTIVITY 3
You’re an Inventor

Gather Your Supplies
You can use anything in this kit, along with 
household items – if you get adult approval first!

Now it’s time for you to come up with an idea for an invention – and then build it. You can refer to the 
engineering design process graphic within this guide to keep you on track as you build the prototype 
of your invention.

Fill in the following table as a roadmap of what you did as you finished your invention.

Engineering Process Step What You Did

Ask: Determine the problem or the opportunity (the idea).

Imagine: Brainstorm possible solutions (how many different 
ways you thought about making this invention).

Plan: Evaluate a solution to try (why you thought this 
solution was the best).

Create: Build, test, and analyze a solution (a prototype).

Improve: Redesign or improve the solution (what you tried 
to make your invention work better).



How have those early inventions been improved?

Why did early 
humans invent sharp 
tools such as knives 

and axes?

THINK ABOUT IT
Ask the Question

Because understanding the why is important.

How many times do you 
think most inventions are 
changed to be better?



But wait, there’s more!
More learning, more resources, more activities, and more giveaways.

Visit Pitsco.com/STEMatHome.

@ HOME

SCAN MESCAN ME  
with your 

phone 
camera.


